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a million times that of the earth It rotates
on itt axis from east to west though not as ft
solid the solar equator turning once m ibout
261 days and the poles in about 34 days Large
spots are observed on the sun—varying in size
from 30 000 miles in diameter—which form and
disappear at irregular intervals The area of
the disc covered by the spots however reaches
a maximum roughly every 11 years when the
sun s heat seems rather greater than usual and
magnetic storms more frequent (sunspot cycle)
Spectrum analysis show that the sun is composed
of many elements found in the earth Its surface
temperature is about 6 000 C Observations
made in 1964-65 (Year of the Quiet Sun)
complemented those obtained during the Inter
national Geophysical Year 1957-58 when the
sun was remarkably active The earth is In the
outer atmosphere of the sun and subject to its
winds and storms The apparently mex
haustible heat of the sun which has main
tained hfe on the earth for millions of years m
derived from the destruction of matter involved
in the transmutation of hydrogen ancle! into
heltan nuclei m which process about four mfl
lion tons of matter ib destroyed every second
At this rate of conversion the sun will go on
radiating for 80 000 million years The Soviet
space rocket Luml I fired on 2 Jan 1950 be
came the first artificial planet of the sun See
ateoF?
Superconductor a metal in a state m which its
electrical resistance has entirely vanished so
that electric currents can flow indefinitely with
out generating heat or decreasing in strength
The superconducting state of metala was first
discovered hi mercury by Onnes in Leiden
m 1911 There are many magnetic and tier
mal properties associated with superconductl
vity and the phenomenon as a whole has proved
to be of great scientific interest it resisted
explanation till about 1957 In the meantime
many metals and alloys were found to show the
property but only at very low temperatures—
below c —260°C There is a growing number
of practical applications eg coils ot super
conducting wire (kept very cold by liquid
helium) can be made to carry enough electric
current to produce strong magnetic fields
Such fields are very constant and do not require
the large supply of electrical power that ordi
nary electromagnets need.
Supersonic Speed, a speed greater than the speed
of sound (in air at sea-level sound waves travel
at about 780m ph.) When a body travels at a
speed which is greater than the speed at which
disturbances themselves can travel a meehan
ism exists for the generation of waves of en
hanced intensity Thus aircraft travelling at
supersonic speeds produce shock waves hi the
air somewhat analogous to the bow waves of
fast moving ships These shock waves are
regions of intensely disturbed air which produce
the sonic boom effect so distressing to people
living near supersonic routes. Supersonic is not
to be confused with iMrascmtc (a v)
SurJace Tension. The surfaces of fluids behave in
some respects as though they were covered by
a stretched elastic membrane This property
is called surface tension.' The action of
detergents may be attributed in part to a re-
duction in the surface tension of water allowing
it to wet the surface of dirty articles.
Surrealism, The ami of the Surrealist school of
painting and sculpture is to overcome the
barriers between conscious and unconscious
mind the real and unreal worlds of waking and
dreaming As such it has a long and respect-
able ancestry although the term was not in use
untfl 1922 when it was picked by Andxfe Breton
from Gtufllaume Apollinaire who had used it hi
oomeetionwithcertatowoitebyChagall How
ever Bosch in the 15th cent Fusell and Goya in
the 18th and many other purveyors of She weird
and fantastic were the forerunners of modern
Surrealism. The modern movement has
broadly speaking taken two different directions
the first was towards complete fantasy and ab-
surdity which took the form of" found objects "
—eg a bbd-cage filled with sugar-cubes and ft
thermometer a bottle-dryer a bicycle wheel, or
abstract works with strange rad a
irrelevant titles such as Paul Kleea
SUB-SUR	Li 11
rivera with five rows of bony plates alon? the
back and Bides and pointed mouth with four
barbels Caviare is prepared from sturgeon
ova The rights of the Crown to certain wild
creatures including sturgeon caught off the
coasts of Britain and held since the tune of
Edward IT were abolished in 1970
Sublimation, when a solid substance is heated and
turns into vapour without passing through the
liquid stage and then condenses as a solid on a
cold surface it is said to sublime and the
process is called sublimation Iodine be
haves in this way and sublimation is used as
a method of purrfping it
Submarine the tat submarine the A au^ to was
designed by Eobert Pulton and tried out in the
river Seine and m the sea off Brest m 1801 The
idea was too revolutionary to find acceptance
and it was not until electricity for under water
propulsion became available that the submarine
underwent extensive development Britain be
came interested about 1000 and the German^
developed it and made it into an instrument of
warfare The first voyage under the North Pole
was made in 1958 by the American nuclear
Dowered submarine Nautilus (g i) The Eoyal
Navy's nuclear submarine fleet includes 4
Polaris vessels—EMS Resolution which became
operational in 1968 Renovn (1969) Repulse
(1969) Revenge (1^70) each armed with IB
missiles with nuclear warheads and 6 nuclear
powered Fleet submarines including Dread
nought Valiant Warsyite ChurchiU and
Conqiieror A further 3 Sleet submarines were
under construction In 1971
Subpoena (L = under a, penalty) a writ command
ing a witness to appear before a court of law
Suez Canal, connecting the Mediterranean and the
Bed Sea was built by the Branch engineer
Ferdinand de Lesseps and opened in 1869 An
Egyptian company Canal Maritime de Suez
was formed in 1866 with a capital of 200 million
francs The British Government acquired
176 602 shares out of a total of 400 000 for £4
million (value Mar 31 1956 £28982544)
Its length is 101 statute miles minimum width
196 ft 10 in. (navigation channel) Under the
Convention of 1888 all nations were granted free
dom of navigation without discrimination In
peace or war The right was recognised by
Egypt m the Anglo-Egyptian Agreement of
1964 under which Britain agreed to give up the
Suez base The Suez Canal Company was
nationalised by the Egyptian Government with
out warning on July 28 1966 since when it has
been widened and deepened and the average
time of transit reduced The Canal has been
barred to Isneli ships since the creation of the
state of Israel in 1948 and to all shipping since
the Middle East war of 1967
Suffragette member of the Women s Suffrage
Movement who m the early part of this century
agitated to obtain the parliamentary vote The
movement ended in 1918 when women of 3C
were given the vote In 1928 a Bill was passed
which granted equal suffrage to men and women.
The leaders of the Women s Suffrage Movement
were Mis. Pankhurst and her two daughters,
Sylvia and Dame Chnstabel Mrs Fawcett
Neihe Kenny and others.
Sugar to the chemist the term is a generic one
covering a group of carbohydrates including
cane sugar (sucrose) glucose fructose and
maltose In ordinary parlance sugar means
sucrose which is obtained from the sugar cane
sugar beet or sugar maple
Sulphur, an elementary brittle crystalline solid,
symbol S abounding in the vicinity of vol
canoes It is yellow m colour It occurs in
combination with other elements as sulphates
and sulphides and allied with oxygen hydro-
gen, chlorine etc. is of great commercial
utility Used in Its pure state it constitutes the
inflammable element in gunpowder it is also
used for matches and for making sulphuric acid.
Sulphuric Add, a compound of great commercial
importance used in a variety of manufactures,
and composed of sulphur oxygen, and hydrogen.
Extremely corrosive
Sun, one of the millions of stars in the universe,
the centre of the solar system, estimated to
be distant from the earth 93 004,000 miles to
have a diameter of 885 000 miles and a volume
S    (80th Bd)

